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Considerations at Supreme Headquarters concerning the overall conduct 

of the War in No. Africa after the Allied Landing in French. lip« Africa

in November 1942.

I, Introduction

! ) The following study is based upon and supplemented by the 

report of the writer on the "Survey of Situation in ^u.,, shortly before,

 during and after the allied Landing in French K'o. Africa. 11 *

E.) The comments made in the introduction to the above report 

apply in the present case also.

II. General Considerations of the mediterranean Theatre.

3» ) Political Conditions. .

The political conditions in the LJediterranean Theatre since 

the beginning of the war had shown exceedingly sharp contradictions and 

the formation of the most dissimilar types of fronts. ISach time Italian

politics had decided the issue. Italy's influence in the lyediterranean as
\ 

a result of the successful Abyssinian "<Var, the friendship of Spain after the

civil war, and particularly because of her joining the Axis had increased

greatly. The influence had a special effect on the independence aspirations
that 

of the Egyptian and Arabian nationalists. The preparations for war/had

been made by the Italians with a great show had not failed to have an effect 

on all this at the beginning.

However Italy's entrance into the war showed very early that her mili 

tary strength was only a hollow shell. Italy's military failures against 

France, Greece, Yugoslavia and in the Africans Theatres of war shook Italy's 

new prestige mightily. However what v;as much more serious, Italy by the 

very manner and timing of her declarations of war, as well as by her annexa-

*/Transt. l;ote: This document already translated^
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tions and demands for territory in France, Albania, Greece and Yugoslavia 

made herself bitter enemies. Italy had started almost all these campaigns 

without German advice or help, but had to call upon them each time in ord 

er to overcome her opponent of the moment.

Consequently Italy stood alone in the Jvjediterranean. Spain and Turkey 

remained strictly neutral. Resistance in the Balkans was never broken dur 

ing the whole war. France v/as unable to forget the attack in the back and 

protested Italian claims to Tunisia. The Arabian nationalists lost all 

confidence in any success from support of their cause by Italian arms.

4.) Strategic Importance of the Mediterranean Theatre.

The strategic importance of the Mediterranean Theatre had also been 

recognized from the beginning of the war by the German Supreme Command of 

the Armed Forces £5ffij/ and particularly by the High Command of the German 

Navy. All German measures in this region were directed toward weakening the 

British position in the Mediterranean and cutting the direct sea lane to 

the East. German cooperation in the African theatre of war, the occupa 

tion of the island of Crete, the minjiing of the Suez Canal, the support of 

the Iraqian revolt, the bombing and blockade of kalta, the planning of

the capture of Gibraltar and finally also the attitude vis-a-vis France in
the

the matter of protecting/French colonies, all these served that end. Al 

most all these projects however were either only started by the Italians 

with inadequate means because of their being tied up on other fronts or be 

cause of lack of initiative and support, or else were prematurely broken 

off or allowed to drop at the vary outset.

1b be sure, in the first years of the war it could be seen that the 

Axis could have a powerful advanced position in the fcfediterranean. But 

absolute mastery was not attained in that region nor did we succeed in

protecting against all threats any position of this character we actually 

gained.
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5  ) Secondary Theatre of ^/ar Becomes Ivain Theatre..

Until the period covered by the report, the campaign in No. Africa 

was looked upon by the operations section of the German High Comrnand pri 

marily as an Italian affair. The decision in the spring of 1941 to dis 

patch German troops to Italian Korth Africa was not based on a special mili 

tary objective or on a strategic plan on broad lines. It sprang initially 

from the necessity of supporting the Italian fcediterranean position, check 

ing the British advance to Tripoli and possibly regaining Cyrenaica. In 

the beginning only numerically few, though seasoned German organizations under 

a bold eornriander, Rommel, were provided.

However the Italian Commando Supremo continued to be responsible for the 

operations on African soil while the High Command of the German Armed Forces 

merely made recommendations and limited itself to assistance in materiel« 

In the African theatre of war itself an Italian general, Garibaldi, exercised

top command.
r t£ 

The successful developments of the situation in Lybia and Cyrenaica up

to September 1942 which raust be attributed primarily to the German comrand 

and German troops, naturally strengthened German interest and at the same 

time German influence. Apparently this found expression in the formation 

of the High Coa&iand of the German-Italian Panzer Army under Rommel, and in 

his promotion to Field Larshal and investiture with extensive authority by 

the Duce. The gaining of the ascendancy over the High Command of the Italian 

.armed Forces went hand in hand with this and was finally authenticaied by 

naming Field Larsiial Kesselring Ob Süd. /Commander in Chief Soutjy",

Nonetheless the African theatre of war had only local significance 

in the mind of the German High Comriand until the summer of 1942. All that 

mattered there was to maintain a position which on the one hand preserved 

an ally's prestige and represented an outpost of its Lebensraum, and on the 

other contained forces of the enemy and crippled his comnunications with

oooos
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the Hear and ITar Kast. It was not until the advance to the valley of the
with 

Nile in conjunction/German Caucasus offensive in the 2ast that operations

fell, into a strategic idea and plan, ifcre for the first time the High Com 

mand of the German Armed Forces took over completely and posed concrete 

demands winch were constantly increased up to and beyond the time of the 

German-Italian El Alamein offensive.

With the successful offensive of the British at ä± Alamein and part 

icularly after the Allied landing in i<orth Africa there had to be a fresh 

appraisal of the African campaign, A second front threatened to arise which 

endangered the overall direction of the war by the AXIS powers. With sud 

den violence interest v;as focused on Africa which now becane a main theatre 

of war for the German High Comnand too.

6.) Loss of the Initiative.

However while the initiative on the southern front had rested on the 

side of the Axis powers since the intervention of German troops (up to the 

counter-stroke at the turn of the year 1941-1942), this had been taken over 

by the Allies in November 1942 on land, at sea and in the air. If the lost 

battle of -Jl Alaiiiein and the abandonment of West agypt - together with the 

miscarriage of the broad strategic plan   meant a serious loss of prestige 

and morale as concerns the troops of the -axis, then the successful invasion 

of the Allies in ^rench Ho. Africa threw the relative strengths that had 

existed up to that time wholly out of balance.

ihe German High Comriand at this time recognized that the powerful advanced 

position of the Axis in the Lediterranean had ceased to exist and that the 

initiative threatened to pass to the enemy entirely, 

III. German-Italian Relations.

7)   The Friendship betrveon Fuhr er and Puce.»

Gernan-Italian relations, at least on the German side, were under the 

influence of the alliance and the friendship for L.ussolini. Just as Adolf 

Hitler was loyal in domestic political matters to his "Old Warriors", so
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he displayed toward his friends and confederates abroad a loyalty that 

went even to the point of political self-abnegation. He moved aside his 

own plans and intentions in order to adhere to his pledge covenants or - 

possibly better said - to help a friend. His demands on the Duce were 

always clothed in the form of requests, proposals, friendly hints. H9 op 

posed the Italian demands, e.g. for the cession of Tunisia, only half 

heartedly. He acted in this manner even if by so doing he spoiled politi 

cal possibilities favorable to himself.

8.) Appraisal of the Italian Wehrmacht.

On the other hand Adolf Hitler had for a long time correctly appraised 

the actual worth of the Italian Wehrmacht, ife distrusted its leadership, 

particularly the corps of generals and the royal house. He felt contempt 

for Italian military morale, criticised their equipment and derided their 

tactics. However he did not permit that those views of his should reach 

the Duce or that German troop comr.;anders in the Italian theatres of war 

should adopt excessively drastic measures in dealing with their Italian 

brothers-in-arms. He demanded that Italian sensibilities and vanity be ac 

corded consideration under all circumstances.

9.) Growing German Influence and its Consequences.

Nevertheless, German influence on Italian troop leadership grew more 

and more in the course of the war years. Italian offices perceived the 

superiority of the German soldier and offices But they only subordinated them 

selves with good will to a limited extent, a situation not leading to a rela 

tionship marked by general confidence and comradeship, but rather frequently 

to one of contempt on one side and smouldering insubordination of the other.

The consequences of this relationship could not fail to be a mutual 

avoidance of each other, disregard for regulations and a resultant lack of 

cooperation. Even during the time when we were experiencing ona success after 

another, this led to constant friction. However, when the enemy took the 

initiative, it had a particularly unfavorable effect.
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IV. Survey of Situation by

10.) To supplement the situation report on the L-fediterranean and 

to shed light on the overall situation reference is again made to the study 

mentioned in par. I above. Special attention is invited to that portion 

of the report concerning the shortages of supplies suffered by the troops 

fighting in Africa and caused by the steadily mounting enemy threat by sea 

and air.

On sober consideration of the situation, the German High Com .and had to 

reconise ths followin facts;

a.) The 2ast offensive of the year 1942 had not gained its strategic 

objectives and had not been able to destroy the Hod Army. Instead of this, 

all tactical reserves and the bulk of the strategic reserves had been used 

up. A Russian counter offensive on a large scale was to be expected. It 

was necessary to reinforce our weak front with everything at our disposal. 

This was only possible at the expense of other fronts.

b.) The South offensive had miscarried and with the retreat of the 

badly mauled German-Italian Panzer A'^iaee from West Egypt had already reached 

the stage of delaying action. Supply of the operation by sea was inadequate 

and threatened to collapse utterly.

The Allied invasion in French 14o. Africa had succeeded. To :..eet it there 

/ were no forces available at first outside a few Eampffliegerverbaende 

^bombardment formations/ and some U-boats.

Tue balance of forces fighting for Africa on land, on sea and in the air 

had shifted to the -h.JJ.ies.

The powerful outpost of the Axis in the Mediterranean was shattered.

Italy had no strategic reserves worth mentioning. The political rela 

tion of Italy to France moreover made it appear inadvisable to u^e Italian 

troops in French I,T o. Africa.

The attitude of the French government was not transparent, although 

at German insistance orders to resist had been issued to the French garrisons
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in Lorocco and Tunis.

c.) The occupation troops in the \Vest moreover continued to be tied 

up, as internal disturbances were apprehended,as were TS& diversions by the 

enemy on a considerable scale against the French coast.

All these facts demanded rapid decision and immediate action, a necessity 

rendered the more serious by the circumstance that Adolf Hitler at the 

critical moment was on a train to loin ich.

Of possible decisions there were two: the first, to give up the 

African Theatre; the other, to hold it with all means.

To give up Africa meant not only the total loss of the German-Italian 

Panzer Armee there, but also that the Allies would establish a continuous 

second front without a fight, with an attendant loss of prestige by us that 

was not to be underestimated. By the turn of the year 194£/43 this, would 

have placed in the hands of the Allies the strategic advantages of complete 

control of the iJediterranean 'Theatre, would have shaken the moral resistance 

of the Italian people to its very foundations and lifted all bounds from the 

further initiative of the Allies.

So there remained only the decision to adopt the other solution, viz, 

to restore the status quo ante as far as possible. How this certainly would 

have required whole measures. But these were rendered difficult by the 

general situation, - the political relations between Germany and Italy on 

the one hand and those between Italy and France on the other.

As only joiv:t efforts a£ the extreme type had met with any success in 

exorcising the mortal peril to the Axis' conduct of the war, a joint iiigh 

Comrcand at least should have been created at once, invested with special 

authority. For certain political reasons however this course was impractic 

able, not only as affecting Italy but particularly as to France. Instead, 

efforts had to be made to keep the Italians out of French No. Africa, in 

order to keep the French lined up against Allied troops And keep them entirely
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on our side. Now this required independent action on the part of Cb. 3ud 

who was responsible, and the elimination of the Commando Supremo as far as 

operations in the Tunis bridgehead were concerned.

However on the German side, the support of Italian officials in the 

matter of water transport could not be dispensed with, for it was precis 

ely in this field that an overall controlling authority would have been 

necessary, since the fate of the troops ordered to Italian No. Africa by 

the Commando Supremo and also that of troops ye t to be ordered to French 

No. Africa by the ujü'» ^erman liigh Com .and/ depended on such authority. 

But here too matters had to end up in a compromise. A German v;ater trans 

portation head was created with the Italian authorities; he cooperated with the 

Italians pursuant to instructions from Ob. 3nd and French shipping was to 

be placed at his disposal.

However the most pressing requireraent, - the stepping-up of shipping, - 

was dashed on the rocks of the inertia of the Italian authorities and the 

lack of convoys. The German request that Italian warships be used as troop 

transports, v;as turned down cold by the Italian Navy. So the German troops 

that were available could only move at a slow rate, because of the time re 

quired in gatting the shipping to move them. All of these problems came to the 

fore at the very start of the war or soon afterward but their gravity was not 

perceived at once.

The decision to continue the struggle for No. Africa and along with it, 

the strategic position in the L-j©diterranean Theatre was made in consideration 

of the overall situation and steps to this end were taken as necessary. 

"V. Proposals of Comranders.

11.} Attitude of the Coiarando Supreme.

After initial opposition the Commando Supremo showed itself favorably 

inclined to the German proposals, ^.t first it was particularly difficult for

Ob. Sttd to keep the Italians from mixing in events in and concerning French 

Ko. Africa. Nevertheless they did not adhere subsequently to understandings
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agreed to with them, but likewise landed troops in Tunisia after the first 

German units had been brought over. In the natter of transportation and 

convoys they promised everything at first, only to make good to a very 

limited extent.

12.) The Proposal of Ob. Sud aimed at stabilizing the situation in 

French No. Africa with the help of the ^rench but without the Italians, and 

if possible to restore it. At the same time he urged that an attempt had to 

be made to stabilize the front in Lybia. Everything, he contended, hinged on 

the solution of the sea transportation problem, The job of stepping-up this 

transportation would primarily be looked after by the Italians, who would, 

he had to assume, make far greater efforts in this direction than heretofore.

13«) The Recommendation of the Commander of the German-1 tali an Panzer 

Army was to give up Italian Ho. Africa, in case he could not have assurance 

of an immediate and considerable reinforcement of troops and adequate sup 

plies. Only in this way did Field Ijarshal Rommel believe he could save at 

least a portion of the troops and that too, without their equipment. 

VI. Directive of the QKW.

14.) The directive decided upon on the basis of the considerations pre 

sented in pars. IV and V and of the proposals suggested, for the further 

continuation of the war in No. Africa is well known.

Its main points are:

a.) Continuation of the fighting in Italian No. Africa under the 

^talian/" Commando Supremo. Llost important mission: to stabilize the front 

and keep it as far east as possible.

b») Meeting the invasion in French NO» Africa exclusively with German 

troops under German Command. Objective: to win the French colonial troops 

over to an effective resistance on our side and to the extent possible, drive 

the enemy back from his bridgeheads. '

c.) Strengthening the African fronte to the east and west sufficiently
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to enable our troops to resume the iniative, using all possible means of 

transportation to that end. 

VIIo Closing Iieij

15.) The view held of the situation in the CKfr and its considerations 

were deternined by the overall war situation, by the exigency of the hour 

following the surprise invasion in French No. Africa and by the necessity 

of keeping the Italian ally to his pledge and of creating another ally out 

of the ^rench. The main thing however was to prevent a continuous second 

front from being established. The considerations were based principally 

on false premises, the chief of which were the defection of the -French colon 

ial garrisons* to the enemy and the Italian incapacity to hold to their pledged 

assurances in the natter of shipping. However the decision to maintain the 

African position as being the key to the control of the Ljediterranean Theatre 

certainly depended less on any kind of consideration than on the knowledge 

that its loss would ultimately usher in the defensive phase and with it pos 

sibly the beginning of the end.

: Eckhard Chris tianj?

. Note: This sentence appears illogical in the light of pars. 

IV, V and especially VI. It would seem that the writer meant to say that 

"the chief false premise was that French troops v;ould not go over to the anemy 

and that the Italians could be depended upon to adhere to their agreements 

in the natter of transportation.^/

Translated by: Howard P. K.Cahill
Lt. Col. Inf.
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